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Awards ceremony sees staff commended for patient care

Staff from West Middlesex University Hospital have
been recognised for their outstanding contributions
to patient care at the annual Staff Excellence and
Achievement awards.
The awards ceremony was the third of its kind to take
place and was held in December to publicly recognise and
celebrate the outstanding contributions of staff during

2014.
There were eight awards up for grabs with the
nominations for each category submitted by patients,
staff and volunteers. The winners were chosen by a
multi-disciplinary panel which included Chief Executive
Jacqueline Docherty, DBE.
The ceremony, held at the hospital, also included

special guests Mary Macleod MP, Seema Malhotra MP,
Cllr Corinna Smart, Mayor of Hounslow and Cllr Peter
Buckwell, Deputy Mayor of Richmond who all helped
with the presentations of the awards.

More on >>P5

Maternity unit celebrates special occasion
West Middlesex University Hospital’s award winning
maternity unit celebrated another achievement on 28
January, with the unveiling of a number of brand new
and enhanced facilities to benefit mums-to-be.
The maternity unit has a long and proud history of
caring for mothers and their babies, dating back to
1932 when it was first opened by Queen Mary. Over
the past nine decades it has kept pace with the latest
advancements in patient care and the changing needs of

women choosing to have their babies there.
The maternity service prides itself on providing as
much choice as possible, including home births, a natural
birth experience in a home-from-home environment, as
well as having provision for more complex births. Last
year it helped deliver more than 4,800 babies and the
extended facilities will allow further expansion.

More on >>P3
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What matters to me...
organisations that we work with
As I am sure you are aware from recent
to provide patient care. During the
media coverage, the NHS has been
week we had around 150 volunteers,
experiencing some unprecedented
made up of members of our own
pressure this winter with a particular
staff as well as partner organisations.
focus on how hospitals with A&E
Their role was to help out in key
departments have been coping.
areas around the hospital, including
There have been some alarming
wards and departments such as A&E
stories where patients have waited
providing additional support to
excessively long periods of time to
clinical colleagues.
receive treatment and some hospitals
One of the biggest issues with
around the country having to declare
running a hospital is keeping the flow
major incidents to help them manage
of patients running smoothly in and
activity.
out. This means ensuring there are
There is no single simple reason for
beds available if we need to admit a
why things have been quite so bad this
patient, that we have packages of care
winter across the whole of the country.
in place when patients are medically
Neither can there be one solution
fit to go home, and that there are
to make things better. However we
no delays or hold ups that prevent
have been working closely with our
them leaving in a timely way. We
health and social care partners to see
put particular emphasis on ‘golden
what opportunities there are for joint
Jacqueline Docherty DBE discharges’, those happening before
improvement.
Chief Executive
11am
each
Between 12 and 18 January, along
morning, as
with health organisations across
these make
London, we took part in the ‘Perfect
the most difference to patient
Week’ initiative. The aim of this was to work together
flow later on in the day when
and focus on reducing delays and improving patient flow
A&E tends to be at its busiest.
to offer the best possible care. While this is something
Equally, for those patients who
that we strive for at all times, during the week we made
do not need to stay overnight in
the very best use of resources, knowledge and leadership
a hospital bed, they are able to
to ‘break the cycle’; to make it work better during the
receive all the care and treatment
week and learn lessons to take forward into the future
they need as outpatients.
too.
A measure of success is for
Central to the success of the week was the involvement
how many patients we meet
and engagement of our staff, as well as those in key

Continued from front page
the 4 hour operating standard in A&E. The target is that
patients either receive treatment, are discharged, or
admitted, within 4 hours of their arrival. On five days
during the week we were able to meet this target, and
on one day achieved this for 100% of patients. We also
saw a noticeable reduction in ambulance delays.
I would like to thank everyone for getting on board
with the ‘Perfect Week’, for helping to break the cycle and
for improving our services and systems throughout the
hospital. The Perfect Week gave us a real opportunity to
do things differently. Over 60 ideas have been generated
for improving patient flow and we are developing an
action plan to help us put as many of these into practice
as we can. We want to take this forward, building on the
momentum and ideas to make a real difference in the
long term for all our patients.
I would also like to thank everyone who used our
services during the week and our local community
for their on-going support. Please do remember that
there are a range of NHS services available if you are
unwell; see the new mobile-friendly website at www.
rightcarenwlondon.nhs.uk for details.

Director’s cut
It is my privilege to write the first Director’s Cut column
of 2015, having been in post now for a little over four
months. As well as being Medical Director at West Mid,
I also have clinical duties as a Consultant Radiologist at
Chelsea and Westminster Hospital where I have worked
for the past 18 years.
In the relatively short time I have been at West Mid, I
have got to know a lot of staff here and have been made
to feel extremely welcome.
It has been a very busy period to take up my new role,
not just for our two trusts but generally within the NHS; a
time of change, with plenty of challenges. Fundamentally
these challenges are the same as they have always been:
ensuring patients receive the right care, in the right place
at the right time.
As you will have read in Jacqueline’s column, in January
we took part in a London initiative aimed at breaking the
cycle and improving the patient experience particularly
around emergency care. I was fortunate to be directly
involved in this, and to witness first-hand how well staff
across the hospital along with our health and social care
partners all rallied together to make a real difference.
Not only did this prove its worth during the week, it gave
us some really valuable learning points to help us make
improvements that we can embed for the benefit of all

necessary. Thankfully we have
our patients and staff.
not seen any cases here, but we
Shortly after I took up my role here,
will remain vigilant and prepared
the Trust launched its annual staff flu
whilst the threat remains.
immunisation campaign. Staff at the
Undoubtedly the biggest
front line have a duty to protect their
thing likely to happen in 2015 will
vulnerable patients from catching the flu,
be the joining of West Middlesex
and being immunised is the best way to
and Chelsea and Westminster
do this. The seriousness of flu should not
Hospitals. Working for both
be underestimated, it causes a significant
organisations I have quite a
impact and this winter we have seen many
unique perspective on this. In
more confirmed cases than in the previous
forming a new organisation from
two years.
two that have such rich cultures
I am delighted that over 75% of our
and histories, we do have to be
front line staff have had the flu jab now,
careful we protect and nurture
meeting our target and bettering last
the best of both organisations.
winter’s performance where we had the
We expect to do this and to build
second highest uptake of any hospital in
and deliver a shared vision as a
London.
new organisation that not only
Taking up far more media attention
Dr Roger Chinn - Medical Director
does its best for patients, but is
lately has been Ebola. Whilst the risk
a great place to work. By getting
to people in this country has remained
this right I am confident there will
low, the headline factor has been huge.
be exciting opportunities and a strong future for us all.
At West Mid we have been taking the threat extremely
seriously with weekly planning meetings to ensure
we have all appropriate measures in place to react if

Maternity unit celebrates
special occasion

News in brief
West Mid launches new
extended social work service
In December, West Middlesex welcomed
Cllr Lily Bath, Cabinet Member for Adult
Social Care and Health Services to the
hospital to officially launch our newly
extended social work service.
The extended service is a joint
effort between Hounslow Council and
West Middlesex Hospital to improve
the outcomes for frail and vulnerable
patients. The service now covers the
following hours:
•
•

Tonie Neville cuts the cake to celebrate the opening of our new maternity
facilities, along with the Mayor of Richmond, Cllr Jane Boulton, and maternity staff

Tonie Neville, Head of Midwifery,
said: “We are very excited about these
latest developments to our maternity
service which will mean women and their
babies will be cared for in the very best
facilities.
“The extension include six new clinic
rooms, and an additional five antenatal
and five postnatal rooms, each with their
own en-suite bathroom. There is a purpose
built transitional care area for babies who
need ongoing treatment and monitoring
but are not unwell enough to need our
special care baby unit. This includes facilities
for mothers to stay in with their babies. We
have also increased our theatre recovery
area to ensure that those mothers who need
additional monitoring after a complicated
birth can have it in a more spacious and
comfortable environment.
Our vision is to provide the full range
of birthing options to suit the needs of our
community and these new facilities will
further support this both now and into the
future.”
The Mayor of Richmond, Cllr Jane

Boulton, said: “It was wonderful to be
able to see what fantastic facilities are
available at West Middlesex. Around a third
of all births here are currently made up of
Richmond mums and they really do have
access to the very best facilities which are
as good as any you would find privately. At
the same time the maternity service here is
made up of a really dedicated team of staff
and I have heard many great things about
the care they provide.”
Sue Jeffers, Managing Director of
Hounslow CCG, said: “I would like to
thank everyone for a lovely afternoon at
the Queen Mary Maternity Unit. It was
wonderful seeing the latest facilities which
will help provide new families of the future
with a great start in life.”
For more information on having your
baby at West Middlesex, visit our dedicated
website at www.westmidmaternity.org.
uk, email us at anc@wmuh.nhs.uk or call
020 8321 5007 / 6420. You can even directly
refer yourself using the online form found
on our website or by calling 020 8321 5007
or 020 8321 6420.

L-R: Cllr Jane Boulton, Mayor of Richmond, Charlotte Hall, Director of Nursing and
Midwifery, Tonie Neville, Head of Midwifery and Sue Jeffers, Managing Director of
NHS Hounslow CCG.

Monday – Friday: 8.00am – 8.00pm
Saturday, Sunday: 9.00am – 5.00pm

The key aims and objectives of
extending the working hours are to
provide a faster response, to ensure a
timely transfer of care for patients in
the Emergency Department, to prevent
unnecessary hospital admissions and to
ensure people who require input from
Adult Social Care leave hospital in a timely
way. It will also mean an increase in the
number of discharges at the weekend
and will ensure adult safeguarding
investigations can take place seven days
a week to effectively protect vulnerable
adults, as well as creating a social care
presence in the Emergency Department,
Acute Assessment Unit and the Acute
Medical Units to help avoid unnecessary

hospital admissions.
The social work team will continue to
issue urgent care packages to patients,
enabling them to return home safely with
the necessary support and assistance.
These packages include advice and
guidance on where patients can find help
closer to home.
In its first month of operation, the
extended social work service saw a
total of 57 patients in the Emergency
Department, of which:
•
•
•
•
•

•

41 patients were discharged home
16 patients were admitted
24 patients were supported with care
packages to avoid hospital admission
19 patients restarted care packages
9 patients had reablement input
(including patients in their care by
setting shared goals and allowing
patients to own their recovery)
3 patients were referred to the
Integrated Community Response
Service for safe discharge home

Cllr Bath spoke at the launch event: “I
am delighted to launch this new service.
We want to help reduce the pressures on
the emergency department and make
sure people receive the care and support
they need.”

Improving the hospital experience

On Wednesday 10 December the Trust
held its second patient and staff experience event of 2014, following the success
of the first event held in June. The Strictly Come Dancing themed event was attended by over 65 delegates and chaired
by the Trust’s Chairman, Tom Hayhoe.
The June event focused on sharing
feedback from the staff and patient
surveys, showcasing the successes of
each clinical area and gathering ideas to
formulate an action plan. With all this
in mind, it was decided that an award
system would be built in to the December
event to recognise the work of the
clinical areas. The clinical divisions were
asked to provide an update on progress
against the key actions from the previous
event. A judging panel was created and
consisted of four members; staff member,
a volunteer, Richmond Healthwatch
representative and a patient’s relative.

The event was opened by a local
resident and user of our hospital services
who performed a jive dance with his
dancing partner. During the break a
student nurse performed two ballet
dance pieces. The performances brought
together the event’s Strictly Come Dancing
theme and the concept of patient and
staff joint working.
In the classic ‘Strictly’ style, the judges
scored each clinical division’s presentation
and the Clinical Support and Surgery
Division were the winning team followed
closely by the other two clinical divisions.
All divisions were given a financial prize for
their hard work and the certificates were
presented by the Trust’s Chief Executive,
Jacqueline Docherty DBE.
Sukhvinder Hampal, Patient Experience
Project Manager: “The event was a great
way to showcase the work carried out
throughout the hospital. Thank you to
those who took part and for the many
staff, patients and members of the public
who attended, as it couldn’t have worked
as well as it did without them, and a huge
thank you to ISS and Bouygues who jointly
sponsored the event. The next step is to
review the full action plan and deliver
a presentation to NHS England’s senior
nursing team to share the concept and
learning from both events.”
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Word from West Mid

Staff Excellence & Achievement Awards 2014
g

Tinnitus Awareness Week
Tinnitus is a condition for which there
is no known cause or cure. It affects 10%
of UK adults and one in ten sufferers also
report severe effects on their quality of
life including depression, anxiety, stress
and sleep deprivation. With Tinnitus
Awareness Week taking place from 2 – 8
February, we spoke to Karlien Van Staden,
Senior Audiologist to find out more about
the condition.

What is Tinnitus?

Tinnitus is a term that describes a sound
a person can hear from inside their body.
Commonly described as a ringing sound
in the ears, tinnitus can actually include
a variety of sounds such as humming,
buzzing, hissing or whistling. It could be
low, medium or high pitched and be heard
in one ear, both ears or in the middle of
the head.

What causes it?

It is not always possible to identify the
cause of tinnitus but it is often associated
with hearing loss which, in younger
people can be caused by damage to the
inner ear as a result of excessive noise.
However, other causes include a build-up
of ear wax which blocks the ear, a middle
ear infection or glue ear.

Who gets it?

Although there is a common
misconception that Tinnitus is most
common with the elderly, it can actually
occur at any age, especially following

exposure to loud noise. About ten per cent
of the population experiences tinnitus all
the time which can have an effect on their
ability to concentrate at work and possibly
cause sleeping problems.

Is Tinnitus preventable?

We can all take simple steps to avoid
long-term damage to our hearing. To
prevent hearing loss and tinnitus you
should protect your ears from excessive
noise exposure; wear ear protectors if you
work in a noisy environment and wear ear
plugs when going to gigs and concerts. You
should also avoid listening to loud music
with earphones.

What should I do if I
think I’ve got Tinnitus?

If you are continually hearing sounds
such as buzzing, ringing or humming, or
if you have regular episodes of hearing
these sounds, you should speak to your GP.
Tinnitus is rarely an indication of a serious
disorder so try not to worry and maybe
find out a bit more about the condition as
this could help put your mind at ease.

How is it treated?

There is currently no single treatment
that works for everyone. If an underlying
cause of your tinnitus can be found there
may be ways of helping to improve your
tinnitus or managing your condition.
The most important part of treatment
is educational: having a detailed

explanation of the mechanisms of hearing
and learning that it is amplified by anxiety
and over-attention to it. Studies have
actually indicated that even without any
treatment, the noises disappear or at least
diminish in the majority of cases as the
brain loses interest in and stops surveying
the signal.

Does it affect everyday
life?

It may interfere with sleep, either
preventing sufferers from falling asleep,
giving them the impression that it wakes
them up or never being able to get a
good night’s sleep. This can then impact
on concentration and energy levels the
next day. However, many people say they
notice tinnitus less when they are doing
something, so keep your mind occupied
and maybe listen to soothing music quietly
in the background during the night.

What is Tinnitus
Awareness Week?

Tinnitus Awareness Week is an annual
campaign run by the British Tinnitus
Association (BTA) to help raise awareness
of the condition, to support those with
the condition and to let people know that
help and support is available.

Team of the Year
Occupational Health and Wellbeing

Nurse of the Year
Fomba Kallon

Doctor of the Year
Niall Daly

Volunteer of the Year
Percy Writer

Care Assistant of the Year
Clever Muruko

Karlien Van Staden, Senior
Audiologist (left) with Genny Finnis,
Audiology Rehabilitation Therapist

Where can I get more
advice?

For more information visit www.
nhs.uk or www.tinnitus.org.uk. There is
also a Tinnitus and Hyperacusis Support
Group that meets bi-monthly here at West
Middlesex Hospital, usually on a Thursday,
and it is run by members of the Audiology
and Hearing Therapy team. The group
offers support, discussion and information,
and we often invite a guest speaker to
give a presentation, for example, someone
from the British Tinnitus Association, or a
demonstration of meditation or relaxation
techniques. Those wishing to attend need
to have been seen by an ENT consultant at
the Trust.

Midwife of the Year
Teresa Driver

Allied Health Professional of
the Year Elena Noel

‘Whose Shoes?’ maternity workshop arrives at West Middlesex Hospital

Support Services Person of the
Year Teresa Usher

Our 2014 SEA award winners and nominees

Continued from front page...

On 16 December 2014, West Middlesex Hospital played
host to the third of a series of five pilot workshops as
part of a project with the London Maternity Strategic
Clinical Network. The aim of the project is to improve
the maternity user experience and involvement across
London.
‘Whose Shoes?’ is a tool which looks at issues from
different perspectives and brings people together to talk
about the things that matter. In a packed room in the
Education Centre, the event was attended by maternity
health professionals, new mums who had recently given
birth here at West Middlesex as well as members of the
project team who helped deliver the interactive and

inclusive workshop.
Those who attended heard directly from three mums
who all shared their positive experiences of giving birth
at our hospital and were able to offer a unique insight
into the maternity services here. There was also the
chance to play the ‘Whose Shoes?’ board game which
encouraged group debate and discussion on a variety
of topics such as the use of language within maternity
services, communication challenges and women’s choice.
The afternoon concluded with everyone sharing their
ideas and pledges on how to improve, resulting in a piece
of wall art which displayed these in a very creative and
colourful way.

Louise Page, a Consultant Obstetrician and Gynaecologist
at West Middlesex, is a member of the London Maternity
Strategic Clinical Leadership Group and is involved in the
Maternity Whose Shoes project: “The workshop was a great
success. It was wonderful to have such a mixture of people
enthusiastically discussing how we might improve the care
we offer to women having their babies here at West Mid.
At the end of the event, as well as staff being encouraged
to make personal pledges, three unit pledges were chosen
by attendees which aim to promote a fantastic maternity
experience, celebrate staff success and incorporate more
immediate feedback from women during their stay in the
Queen Mary Maternity Unit”.

Jacqueline Docherty spoke at the ceremony: “Probably the most famous
healthcare professional, Florence Nightingale, famously said ‘I attribute my success
to this - I never gave or took any excuse.’ Many of the people nominated reflect
this in their attitude on a daily basis. They haven’t let obstacles get in their way or
accepted things as they are when there is room for improvement. Nor have they
thought that something is not their job when doing it means improving things for
patients or their colleagues. They are role models and ambassadors for all of us.”
Nurse of the Year, Fomba Kallon, commented on his win: “Being named Nurse
of the Year is a great honour and I am sure it will be a great morale boost for the
whole Endoscopy Unit. Along with winning ‘Best Tour’ at September’s Open Day
and Dr Sundaram’s Highly Commended award, this has been a terrific year for the
unit. I would like to thank the Trust for giving me so many opportunities, from when
I started as a porter through to becoming a Healthcare Assistant, then a student
at Bucks College and now a Registered Staff Nurse with an expanding role. Thanks
to Dr Joel Mawdsley for the confidence he has shown in me by launching me into

two major new developments and to Shiela Tana for the leadership she has shown
since being appointed Unit Manager. I am lucky to be surrounded by such supportive
colleagues and very proud to be part of such a successful team.”
The awards went to:
 Volunteer of the Year: Percy Writer
 Care / Maternity Assistant of the Year: Clever Muruko
 Support Services Person of the Year: Teresa Usher
 Allied Health Professional of the Year: Elena Noel
 Nurse of the Year: Fomba Kallon
 Doctor of the Year: Niall Daly
Highly Commended: Krishna Sundaram
 Midwife of the Year: Teresa Driver
 Team of the Year: Occupational Health and Wellbeing
Highly commended: Breast Care Team
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Comings & goings
Starters
Jon Bell - Interim Finance Director
Jon joined the Trust in January 2015 as Interim
Director of Finance. As a Chartered Management
Accountant with more than 20 years NHS
experience, Jon brings a wealth of knowledge to
the role. He is a skilled Director of Finance with an
extensive understanding of working in the acute
sector and for Commissioners.
Jon is already known to some members
of the senior management team through the
development of our Outline Business Case for
Shaping a Healthier Future. Before joining West
Middlesex, Jon worked as the Chief Finance
Officer for the North West London Commissioning
Support Unit.
We welcome Jon to the Trust.

Peter Dawson - Divisional Director of Surgery
Peter Dawson is returning to the Trust as
Divisional Director of Surgery. Peter is an experienced
colorectal surgeon who originally joined West Midd
in 1988 as a locum senior registrar. Peter was then
made a consultant in 1994 and moved to Charing
Cross Hospital in 2003 to help build their colorectal
unit.
He joins us from Imperial College Healthcare NHS
Trust where he worked as the Clinical Director for
Surgery at Charing Cross Hospital. Peter has regionally
chaired the Colorectal Cancer Group for the West
London Cancer Network and has recently been
appointed as the next President of the Association
of Coloproctology of Great Britain and Ireland. Peter
also has international responsibilities, sitting on the
Executive Committee of the European Society of Coloproctology, representing Great
Britan.
Speaking to WMM, Peter said: “It’s really nice to be back working with old friends
and colleagues. This role is about effecting change and I hope to bring in new ways
of working for the benefit of all our patients.”

Movers
Veronica Nuevas - Practice Development Nurse
Veronica has taken up the role of Practice
Development Nurse after spending six years as a
Clinical Site Manager here at West Mid.
Veronica told WMM what she is looking forward
to about her new role: “I love working with staff ‘on
the ground’ and I am looking forward to being able
to support them clinically and share my knowledge
with them to improve their clinical skills.
Everyone has been lovely and very accommodating
so far. My previous role was challenging and this is
another new challenge for me, providing education
and support for staff.”

Hugh Rogers - Clinical Director of Service Improvement
Hugh Rogers has moved into the role of Clinical
Director of Service Improvement after previously
holding the position of Divisional Director of
Surgery. Hugh will assist with the Transformation
Programme, including IT, and our integration with
Chelsea and Westminster Hospital NHS Foundation
Trust.
Hugh brings a wealth of experience to this
role having spent time in the NHS Modernisation
Agency and the NHS Institute for Innovation and
Improvement earlier in his career.
Hugh told WMM: “This new role will let me
apply my previous experience within and outside
the Trust. I aim to support the next phase of our
transformation journey in partnership with our
colleagues at Chelsea and Westminster.”

Compassionate care
We value all feedback we receive, and in this section we highlight some of the recent comments from our patients.
You can get in touch by emailing tellus@wmuh.nhs.uk or via our website www.west-middlesex-hospital.nhs.uk
and going to the ‘Tell us’ section under ‘Contact us’.
Via NHS Choices (post your comments at www.nhs.uk and search for our hospital):

Via Twitter (@WestMidHospital)

Leavers
Nina Singh - Director of Workforce and Development
We bid a fond farewell to Nina Singh who left
the Trust in January after 14 years. She has taken on
a new role at the Royal Marsden Hospital as Director
of Workforce.
Nina told WMM what she is most proud of
from her time here: “It’s been brilliant to see the
transformation of the hospital, not just in terms of
the new buildings but also being part of turning the
hospital’s reputation around. We are an organisation
who delivers and are consistently good performers,
and that has been really exciting to be part of.”
Nina is looking forward to her new role which
will see her work in a specialist hospital for the first
time in her career: “It’s going to be a big change.
I’ve worked in community, mental health and acute
hospitals but never a specialist one so I’m really looking forward to the challenge.”
Nina went on to explain what she will miss about working here: “I think the West Mid
is just a brilliant place to work. There’s a really nice, friendly atmosphere here and I
want to thank everyone who I have worked with over the past 14 years; it’s been a
pleasure.” We wish Nina all the best in her new role.
Tony Brown - Patient Assistant Administer
Tony first came to work at West Mid back in 1994
and will be a familiar face to many having worked in
a variety of roles around the hospital. His first role
was as a painter and decorator before he became
a hospital porter. Tony told WMM that in the 5-6
years spent as a porter he gained a great deal of
confidence interacting with staff and the public
which helped him move on to his other roles here.
These included spells in outpatients, clinical coding
and health records, as well as time as a trainer.
When WMM met Tony on his last day in
November, he told us that he was sad to leave his
friends and colleagues but was looking forward to
relocating and new challenges. Tony was also keen
to thank everyone for their support and said that it
has been a pleasure working with them.
Tony is moving to Dorset to work at the Royal Bournemouth and Christchurch
Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust within Health Records. We wish Tony and his family all
the very best for the future.

In each edition we feature a small selection of staff joining and leaving the Trust. If you would like to be featured, or know someone who has recently started, is due to leave or
has had a change in role then please let us know via the contact details below.

Get in touch

Editorial team: Richard Elliott, Helen Appleton
Contact: communications@wmuh.nhs.uk / 020 8321 6342 / 5035
We hope you enjoyed this edition. Please contact us if you have feedback, suggestions or an article for future issues, and also to be added or removed from our mailing list.

Photo Gallery

Before Christmas, a competition was held for all wards
to see who could produce and maintain the best board
displaying quality and safety information. After visiting
each of the 12 wards in turn, Charlotte Hall, Director of
Nursing and Midwifery and James Friend, Director of
Transformation, judged the boards on how up to date
they were and whether all the information had been
filled in. There were many strong entries with almost
every ward meeting the criteria, but when the scores
were added up there was one clear winner – Osterley 2.
Their winning board is pictured above.

In the run up to Christmas we had special visits
from Glaxo Smith Kline (GSK) and Japan Airlines (both
pictured above) who kindly came in to deliver Christmas
presents to patients.
Neil, Alex, Katherine and Bonnita from GSK donated
their presents to patients on Crane ward. The presents
were saved for the patients to open on Chistmas Day.
Emilie and Sujata from Japan Airlines stopped by in
between flights to deliver their presents to the children’s
ward where the young patients were thrilled to receive
some early gifts.

We also welcomed a visit from Brentford FC who
came to deliver presents donated by players, staff and
supporters. Sam Smith, Jonathan Douglas, Tony Craig
(Captain), Stuart Dallas and Nico Yennaris took time out
of their busy training schedule to deliver the presents,
as well as taking photos and talking with patients and
their families.
We would like to thank GSK, Japan Airlines and
Brentford FC for their time and generosity over the
festive period.
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Education, learning and development
Trauma training brings Consultants up to speed
In December, approximately 20 Consultants from West Middlesex Hospital came
together to take part in an interactive and dynamic training session on trauma
management, led by Dr Zul Mirza, Consultant in Emergency Medicine.
The voluntary training session combined lecture-style teaching with a real life
trauma scenario using the hospital’s trauma simulation equipment. The aim of the
course was to bring consultants up to date on the most recent advances of trauma
management and therefore improving patient care.
The session was attended by Consultants from a wide variety of specialties and
divisions and has received such positive feedback that another session will run again
over the coming months.
Dr Chakrabarty, Paediatric Consultant, described the training as “a wonderful
teaching session”: “Zul superbly dealt with all the relevant topics and updates
associated with management of trauma cases. The scenario session was also excellently

presented by Dr El-Askary.”
Mr Babu, Consultant in General Orthopaedics also shared his thoughts: “The clinical
scenario was very useful and Dr El-Askary’s role as team leader was exemplary. We
should have this once a year.”
Following the success of the Consultant’s training session, the same training was
delivered to junior doctors, nurses and radiographers. The three disciplines worked
together on different trauma scenarios.
Dr Mirza said of the sessions: “To have so many Consultants together at the same
time is quite rare so I was delighted so many could attend. The real life trauma situation
uses a simulation mannequin who can respond to questions and answer back; it is a
really useful training tool and one I would highly recommend. I would like to extend
my thanks to Shamilla Mirza-Patel, Don McCrae, Annie Redwood, Barbara Thomas, Dr
Jasmin Cheema and Dr Mohammad El-Askary for all their help and support with the
training.”

Chelsea and Westminster taking action
from CQC report
Chelsea and Westminster Hospital has been working hard on its action plan,
following the CQC inspection report in October last year.
The report said the Trust ‘requires improvement’ but also recognised a number of
areas of ‘outstanding practice’ including research in A&E, physiotherapy and burns
departments, a nationally recognised female genital mutilation service and a range of
staff being actively involved in initiatives to improve patient care.
The action plan – which will be peer reviewed in March – is updated weekly. Interim
Director of Nursing, Vanessa Sloane, who oversees the process, said: “The action plan
gives us a renewed focus on areas where there is scope for improvement.
“Many actions were already known to us and, by the time the report was published,
improvements were well underway. For example, we are investing in a multi-million
pound scheme to refurbish and extend our emergency department. This will mean we
have more space, more staff and more state-of-the-art equipment to treat patients in
an emergency.”
Other improvements include:
 Robust medicines management by matrons and pharmacy staff, with regular
pharmacy rounds to audit the storage of medicines.

 Recruitment of 85 permanent nurses and midwives since July – most are now
in post across the Trust.
 Access to IT systems for agency staff, with password-protected online
training.
 A lead nurse for Learning Disability in post four days a week.
 Senior nurses undertaking ‘Back to the floor Fridays,’ with the morning spent
in clinical areas, while the executive team also has weekly visits to both clinical
and non-clinical areas.
The Chelsea and Westminster Hospital action plan has been shared with partner
organisations and was presented to the tri-borough adult social care and health
scrutiny committee in January.
Director of Nursing and Midwifery at West Middlesex Hospital, Charlotte Hall, said:
“We aim to learn from each other and build on best practice at both trusts. This joint
work will also help both trusts to share best practice wherever possible, as we move
towards an integration which would see us working more closely together to achieve
our shared goal of providing high-quality, innovative healthcare for local people.”

